Developing Project Management Skills: Part 2
for Graduate Students and Postdocs

Thursday, May 12, 2016
Noon-2:00pm | Gallagher Hall, Dorf Classroom Rm 1302

Please register at: http://tinyurl.com/ProjectManagementS16

As a graduate student or postdoctoral scholar you need strong project management skills to complete your training and also to achieve your career goals. In addition, many employers are seeking to hire applicants with project management skills. Despite the value of these skills, very few grad students and postdocs receive any formal training in this area.

Join us for this two-hour workshop that will follow-up on the Winter Quarter workshop. In this session we’ll quickly review what we covered in the last workshop (don’t worry if you didn’t make the last one— we’ll catch you up quickly). Then we’ll dive into many of the current project management tools and software. This will be largely hands on workshop and participants are encouraged to bring laptops and to share the pros/cons of their favorite tools.

Pizza will be provided, please feel free to bring your own beverage.

Instructor: Cleveland Justis, Executive Director, Child Family Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Cleveland Justis is the executive director of the UC Davis Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship where he heads many of the Institute’s programs. Cleveland has more than 20 years of experience in management consulting and building successful private companies and nonprofits. Early in his career, Cleveland facilitated leadership and communication programs for corporate executives and other leaders in remote parts of the world including Alaska, Chile, and Mexico. Cleveland has an MBA in strategic leadership and finance from UC Davis and he’s a PhD candidate in the UC Davis Geography Graduate Group.
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